The new WOLFF 7032 clear: so compact, so flexible, so powerful!

The new WOLFF 7032 clear is the most powerful crane of its class. With its low tower head section, its footprint is small enough for narrow spaces. The advantages: massive power in a compact space. Two versions are available that meet the requirements of every construction site. In the 2-fall variant, the WOLFF 7032 clear lifts 8.5 t, and 12.0 t in the automatic re-reeling 2/4 fall variant. With an operating radius of 70 m, the maximum load capacities in 2-fall mode are 3.2 tons and in 4-fall mode 2.8 tons. Its frequency-controlled hoist winches have a power of 45 kW respectively 75 kW.

WOLFF 7032 clear
Cranesational without a tower head
Free space for busy action – the tower head section

In spite of the compact design of the tower head section, the slewing gear and the driver's cab station are easily accessible. No projecting parts are in the way, there are no tripping hazards. Securing and fastening bolts are provided for the braces to make mounting and transport safe and easy. Since 1994, WOLFFKRAN has been using frequency converters for the slewing gear. They ensure an optimum driving behavior and allow the crane driver to position the crane with the highest accuracy. The tower head section is factory pre-mounted and requires no additional mounting. If you wish for a really well-conceived crane, make it a WOLFF!

Economically efficient – the tower system

To reach great heights, the new WOLFF relies on the economical, well-established 2.0 m tower system. With its UV 20 / TV 20 connection, the new WOLFF has a tower height of more than 100 m. With the matching tower combination of the modular system, WOLFF can realize extreme tower heights on foundation anchors. Here, WOLFF plays at the top of the league - free-standing, of course!

A giant on the road – transport

The new WOLFF 7032 does not take up much space. The 70 m slewing element easily fits on four standard trucks - because speed and cost-consciousness are priorities for us. The components are ready for transport without telescoping or special securing. Oversea transport is no problem: the slewing element can also travel aboard ship in containers. The WOLFF goes beyond the end of the road!

Good visibility all around – the new WOLFF driver's cab

The new driver's cab offers lots of safety and operating comfort. To support the driver, all key information is indicated on the color monitor. The multi-adjustable seat and the new, ergonomically designed control panels allow for relaxed working. The improved heating and air conditioning now make the driver's cab a perfect workplace in all regions of the world. Tinted windows, hands-free set and a radio further enhance the working comfort in the new WOLFF driver's cab.

Direct access included – the driver's cab station

The driver's cab station offers optimum access to the control cabinet and the cab. The drivers works efficiently, undisturbed by confined spaces and projecting add-on parts. The compact driver's cab station is transported and mounted as an entire unit. Simply fasten it with two bolts, and the mounting of your driver's cab station is completed. Once you connected the driver's cab station, the tower head section can be slewed to simplify the mounting process.

Extremely easy to mount – the counterjib

No platforms, no fiddling: mounting the compact counterjib is extremely easy. After unloading, simply attach the rails and bolt the braces. Then hoist it, mount it - and you're done! Thanks to the folding counterjib, transports to another building site are no problem. Add-on parts like hoist winch, rails, and braces remain pre-mounted on the counterjib. The optimum solution for all requirements: WOLFF!

A strong unit – the counterweights

For the 70 m jib, WOLFF distributes the counterweight of 18.9 t maximum on only seven counterweight blocks. The concrete 2.7 t counterweight blocks are all of the same height and are fitted into the counterjib by means of the time-proven lynchpin system. Simply efficient!

Simple and safe – mounting

Equipped with attachment points and factory pre-mounted, all crane components can be assembled with very little preparatory work. Thanks to the use of the time-proven bolted connection and the support of the setup menu in the crane control, WOLFF realizes utmost safety while speeding up the mounting process. Mounting: really simple!

Everything at a glance – the crane control

For every crane from size S to XXL, WOLFFKRAN relies on state-of-the-art crane control to ensure highest safety levels. The crane control can adjust the performance of all drives to the requirements of the construction site, supports the crane driver with extensive self-tests, and allows for highly accurate positioning of the loads. Furthermore, the crane control makes it possible to drive at top speeds with high load capacities without the use of standard transmissions. With the integrated output regulator, the crane control checks whether there are any output reserves, and automatically increases the working speed. To re-reeve the crane, the driver simply presses a button in the driver's cab or uses the comfortable remote control function.

The Wolff pack stands by each other – the service

The well-conceived service package comprises folding platforms to make life easier for the service staff, equipment for securing key components, and the movable auxiliary crane supplied as a standard for maintenance work at the hoisting and slewing gear. The safety functions of the sophisticated crane control, the remote maintenance options and the technical advice support your work on the building site. WOLFF service: a one-stop solution!
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